Complex blur like the mixup of space-variant and spaceinvariant blur, which is hard to be modeled mathematically, widely exists in real images. In the real world, a common type of blur occurs when capturing images in low-light environments. In this paper, we propose a novel image deblurring method that does not need to estimate blur kernels. We utilize a pair of images which can be easily acquired in lowlight situations: (1) a blurred image taken with low shutter speed and low ISO noise, and (2) a noisy image captured with high shutter speed and high ISO noise. Specifically, the blurred image is first sliced into patches, and we extend the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to model the underlying intensity distribution of each patch using the corresponding patches in the noisy image. We compute patch correspondences by analyzing the optical flow between the two images. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is utilized to estimate the involved parameters in the GMM. To preserve sharp features, we add an additional bilateral term to the objective function in the M-step. We eventually add a detail layer to the deblurred image for refinement. Extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world data demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art techniques, in terms of robustness, visual quality and quantitative metrics. We will make our dataset and source code publicly available.
Introduction
It is prevalent to adopt image deblurring techniques to recover quality images from blurry images. A common situation is capturing photos in dimly-lit environments (e.g., photographing moving objects in a night scene), where one can hardly get sharp and bright photos. Most likely, the taken photos are dark or blurry, depending on the camera settings and object conditions. Though a lower shut- ter speed can effectively increase brightness, it almost inevitably leads to blur. On the other hand, increasing the shutter speed makes the camera sensor or film exposed to limited light, resulting in dark photos. Setting a high ISO for increasing brightness is a trade-off way to obtain bright photos. Nevertheless, a higher gain setting amplifies noise which may even worsen the photo quality. Recovering quality photos from such captured blurry photos remains chal-lenging and can hardly be resolved by the existing image deblurring techniques. Removing blur from blurred images to achieve latent sharp images has been widely studied [32, 22] . Many approaches [16, 7] estimate the blur kernels using salient features. Such methods may fail when images are not bright enough to get sufficient features such as edges. In fact, it is difficult to model blur in real photos in some cases, because of the mix of different types of blur (i.e., complex blur). As a result, deblurring methods based on blur kernel estimation have limited performance in handling complex blur.
Compared with a single image, multiple images often show more information which can be utilized for deblurring. In this work, we attempt to exploit a pair of blurred/noisy images which can be easily obtained by changing the shutter speed and ISO settings. The noisy image contains complementary pixel information to the blurred image. The closest work to ours is Yuan et al. [38] , in which the noisy image is used to add details lost in the deblurring process with deconvolution. Despite its convincing deblurring performance, it still suffers from two major issues: (1) the image pair is strictly constrained to be taken from the same view, which is to avoid the misalignment of pixels between two images; and (2) the blur kernel in their paper is supposed to be a single type (linear motion blur) caused by camera shake. These two constraints diminish its practical use, for example, the moving objects in row 2 of Fig. 1 . As such, their technique has limited performance in cases without meeting the above assumptions.
To overcome the above limitations, we propose a novel approach for image deblurring, with the easily obtained noisy/blurred image pair. Specifically, we first slice the blurred image (in view 1) into patches and each patch is guided to its corresponding patch in the noisy image (in view 2) by optical flow. To remove the blur and recover the latent sharp image, we extend the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to model the intensity distribution of the latent sharp image, with its parameters estimated by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. We further add a bilateral term to the objective function in the M-step of EM, to better preserve sharp features in images. We alternately update the optical flow and perform the EM algorithm for several rounds, to achieve desired deblurring results. Therefore, we refer to our method as optical flow guided GMM (OGMM). To further retain details, we add a detail layer (the denoised sharp features) back to the deblurred image, according to the pixel correspondences from the final estimated optical flow. Our method is free of blur kernels, and it can handle complex blur which is challenging for kernel estimation based techniques (e.g., spacevariant blur in the first row of Fig. 1) .
The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we propose a novel deblurring approach called optical flow guided GMM (OGMM) with a pair of blurred/noisy images. Second, we formulate deblurring as a parameter estimation problem, and derive an EM algorithm to optimize the involved parameters. Eventually, a bilateral term is added to the objective function of the M-step in EM to better preserve sharp features, and a detail layer is extracted to enhance the details in the deblurred image. Instead of kernel estimation or deconvolution, we make full use of the noisy image taken in a different view for deblurring.
Related work
Blind deblurring for single image. Blind deblurring aims to accurately estimate the unknown blur kernel, based on which deconvolution is performed to recover the corresponding sharp image. There are several types of methods for blind deblurring, such as maximum a posterior (MAP) [17, 35] , variational Bayes [11, 41, 33] and edge prediction [13, 16] . For the MAP based methods, various strategies are presented to cope with the problem revealed by Levin et al. [18] that the failure of naïve MAP may occur because it favors no-blur explanations. Marginal distributions are considered to be maximized over all possible images [18, 11] . Image regularizations are introduced into the MAP framework [17, 36, 24] to retain salient image structures. The state-of-the-art methods for blind deblurring also depend on rich information hidden in the blur. Yan et al. [37] proposed an image prior named Extreme Channels Prior (ECP) to help the uniform kernel estimation based on the observation that the values of bright channel pixels are likely to decrease. Hu et al. [15] utilized light streaks in the images taken in low light situations as constraints for estimating the blur model, but it only succeeds when the light streak is large. Single image blind deblurring usually encounters the bottleneck that the useful information for kernel estimation is insufficient, and can hardly output a proper blur model in real cases.
Multiple images deblurring. Efforts have been made to multiple images deblurring [4, 12, 38, 40, 25, 6, 42, 19] . The superiority of deblurring with multiple images lies in the complementary information provided in those images. Hee et al. [12] introduced a Gyro-Based method to cope with handshake blur caused by camera motion. Multiple blurred images can provide necessary frequency components which are missing due to blur. However, it can hardly handle object movement. Cai et al. [4] aligned multiple motion blurred frames accurately and show promising results with their tight framelet system. Li et al. [19] used two well-aligned blurred images to better estimate the blur kernel. Zhang et al. [40] estimate the latent sharp image with given multiple blurry and/or noisy images by designing a penalty function which can balance the effects of observations with varying quality and avoid local minimal. However, they assume a single type of linear motion blur or uni- at the (t + 1)-th iteration is updated based on the deblurred result I t 1 at the t-th iteration. In the Adding detail layer stage, the detail layer can be extracted using the Laplacian mask image. The spatial inconsistency between I t 1 and the detail layer is solved by the updated optical flow.
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form blur. In fact, none of the above approaches can handle complex blur.
Patch based GMM framework. Gaussian mixture model has been widely exploited in image restoration tasks [39, 28, 43, 34, 27, 26] and point cloud processing tasks [21, 20] . In [43] , Gaussian mixture priors are learned from a set of natural images. By maximizing the expected patch log likelihood, an image without distortion can be reconstructed with priors. The learned patch group Gaussian mixture model (PG-GMM) by Xu et al. [34] , providing dictionaries and regularization parameters, achieves a high denoising performance. The study by Zoran et al. [44] gives a comprehensive analysis that modeling natural images by GMM is effective in log likelihood scores, denoising performance and sample quality. However, GMM based learning methods commonly suffer from huge computational time and a massive dataset. We exploit GMM in a different way, which relates the patches in the noisy image with the patches in the latent image of the blurred image according to dense optical flow. In other words, we attempt to model the intensity distribution in each patch instead of learning patch based image priors to restore images. Figure 2 illustrates the overview of our method, which consists of two stages: deblurring and adding detail layer. The latter can be viewed as post-processing or refinement. We first adopt optical flow [10] to find the corresponding patches between the blurred image and the noisy image. We then formulate the image deblurring problem under the framework of GMM, and adopt the EM algorithm [29] to optimize the involved parameters. We further add a bilateral term to the objective function in the M-step, to prevent smoothing out the sharp features. Optical flow update and the EM algorithm are alternately called, to achieve the best deblurring results. Finally, we extract a detail layer from the noisy image and add it to the deblurred image, to better preserve the details.
Method

Patch Correspondence
The blurred image I 1 is decomposed into a set of overlapping square patches C = c 1 , ..., c i , ..., c P , where c i ∈ R M and M = s 1 × s 1 . P is the number of the patches, and s 1 denotes the patch size in I 1 , and M is the number of pixels in each patch. The set of pixel intensities in an arbitrary patch from I 1 is denoted as X (X ∈ R M ), and x m denotes a pixel intensity in X. We extend the dense optical flow (DOF) [10] to find c i 's corresponding patch d j in the noisy image I 2 . Note that for brighter and clearer visualization purposes, in the case of real images, brightness and contrast of I 2 are obtained by adjusting gain, bias, and gamma correction parameters. Here, patch c i has correspondence to patch d j if the two center pixels of c i and d j are connected with respect to the DOF field. The set of corresponding patches in I 2 can then be denoted as 
The Probabilistic Model
Our key idea is to model the underlying distribution of pixel intensities with the noisy observation Y . We use X = {x m } to denote the corresponding latent pixel intensities, for slight notation misuse. To relate X with Y , we assume that y k follows a GMM whose centroids are {x m }. That is, the GMM with those centroids can generate the noisy observations. Thus, we formulate the deblurring problem under the GMM probabilistic framework. The probability density function of y k is defined as
where
M represents the equal membership probability for all the Gaussian components. The centroids of the GMM model is initialized by X. We next need to find the centroids and covariances that can best explain the distribution of Y .
EM optimization
The centroids and covariances of the GMM can be estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function [2] .
We use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [9] to solve Eq. (2). The EM algorithm consists of two steps: E-step and M-step. E-step and M-step are alternately called for multiple iterations to achieve decent estimations. E-step. The posterior probability p old (x m |y k ) is calculated based on Bayes' theorem and the parameters in the previous iteration. p old mk represents p old (x m |y k ) for simplicity. 
M-step. The M-step is to update the involved parameters (X and σ 2 ) based on the computed posteriors. This is equivalent to minimizing the upper bound of Eq. (2). "new" means calculating the posterior probability with the parameters to be estimated in the current iteration.
Bilateral Term
Eq. (4) can be treated as a data term, which in this work is to numerically approximate Y with X. However, this data term only takes the pixel intensity distribution into account, without considering the spatial information. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , sharp edges would become coarse (e.g., discontinuity) in the iteration of EM. To overcome this problem, we propose to add a bilateral term to the objective function in M-step. Inspired by the bilateral filter [29] , we define the bilateral term B as
where m ∈ N (m) denotes a neighbour pixel with its intensity equals to x m . d m and l m are the spatial distance and the difference of intensity value between the neighbour pixel m and the center pixel m, respectively. σ d and σ l are constants to control the degree of smoothness.
Redefining Eq. (4) as D(X, σ 2 ) and weighing it with λ, the final objective function can be written as
We next need to minimize Eq. (6), to solve the involved parameters.
Minimization
We take the partial derivative of Eq. (6) with respect to x m and σ 2 , respectively. By solving ∂Q/∂x m = 0 and ∂Q/∂σ 2 = 0, the new x m is updated as (6)).
and the new σ 2 is updated as
Notice that the step size for slicing I 1 into patches should be small so that a certain pixel can be updated in different GMM models due to overlapped patches. The final output value of a certain pixel I u,v is calculated by simply averaging all the updated values located at (u, v),
where pos 
Optical Flow Update
Blur hinders accurate estimation of optical flow, which can possibly lead to inaccurate matches in finding patch correspondences. To mitigate this issue, we alternate optical flow and the EM algorithm for multiple iterations. I t 1 denotes the deblurred result in the t-th iteration (T times in total), and is used to compute the optical flow in the (t + 1)-th iteration. Updating optical flow increases the confidence of the patch correspondences. 
Detail Layer
We extract the sharp features from I 2 and add it back to I T 1 to further preserve the details. A similar idea has been used in [38] . Since the noise in I 2 can negatively affect the quality of the detail layer, we apply the bilateral filter [29] to I 2 at first. We then obtain a mask I m by applying the Laplacian filter [3] to I 2 , to select the retained details. Since the I 2 and I if I m (u , v ) > τ then 6:
end if 8: end for 9: return Updated I T 1 proposed deblurring algorithm is summarized in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 Image deblurring (OGMM+DL)
Input: Blurred image I 1 , enhanced noisy image I 2 , iteration times T , termination parameter γ Output: Deblurred image I until The decrease ratio of log-likelihood by Eq. 
Experimental Results
We evaluate our approach on both synthetic data and real-world data. Quantitative comparisons on synthetic data with ground truth are also carried out.
Synthetic Data
We first assess the performance of some current deblurring methods and our approach on ten image pairs from the publicly available dataset [1] . The dataset consists of multiple pairs of images taken from two different views in var-
linear motion blur (1) circular motion blur Gaussian blur linear motion blur (2) zoom motion blur Figure 6 : Visualization of the six blur types in Tab. 1. Dotted rectangles in different colors represent the regions corrupted with different types of blur. BlurType3 to BlurType6 are complex blur, generated by fusing multiple types of blur.
ious scenes. To demonstrate the robustness of our method to different blur models, we synthetically generate six types of blur: (1) linear motion blur, (2) circular motion blur, (3) the mixture of circular motion blur, linear motion blur and Gaussian blur, (4) the mixture of two types of linear motion blur and circular motion blur, (5) the mixture of circular motion blur, zoom motion blur and two types of linear motion blur, and (6) the mixture of two types of linear motion blur and circular motion blur. The visualization of each type of blur is shown in Fig. 6 . The first image in each pair is blurred with these six types of blur, respectively. Gaussian noise is added to the second image for generating the noisy image.
We compare our approach with the deblurring methods [40, 38] which can also take a pair of such images as input. To our knowledge, deblurring using a pair of blurred/noisy images has been sparsely treated so far, and the method [38] is the closest to ours. We also compare our method with three single image deblurring methods [33, 23, 14] , including two baseline methods [23, 14] .
As suggested by previous works [30, 31] , we compute three metrics (in an average sense) for quantitative comparisons: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM) and mean square error (MSE). Tab. 1 displays the PSNR, SSIM and MSE, which are calculated between the deblurred images and the corresponding ground-truth image. We can see from Tab. 1 that our approach is more accurate than the two baseline methods [23, 14] and the state-of-the-art techniques [40, 38, 33] , which proves the strong robustness of our method to various blur. Also, it is worth pointing out that our method with the adding details step achieves an even higher accuracy, and is more visually pleasing (Fig. 7) . . 6 ). Fig. 7 shows the results by different deblurring methods. Since the method in [40] can handle both single image and multiple images, we show two versions of this method for comparisons. Despite the fact that the method [40] puts emphasis on automatically distinguishing blurred images from noisy images, it tends to mistake the noisy image for the blurred image and conduct deblurring to the noisy image, shown in Fig. 7(g) . This is because the pair of images are from two different views, a limitation for both methods [40, 38] . As can be observed from Fig. 7(h) , information of the blurred image is almost overlapped and ignored by [38] when intense blur occurs and the noisy image dominates the final result. This may further result in "ghost area" when the difference of views gets large. As a result, it has low PSNR (a) Blurred IMG (b) Enhanced noisy IMG (c) SBD (single) [40] (d) SBD (multiple) [40] (e) GCRL+DL [38] (f) OGMM+DL and SSIM values, reflected in Tab. 1. The single image deblurring version of [40] performs well on the linear motion blur case, but fails to deal with the remaining five kinds of non-uniform blur.
Real-World Data
We test our approach on various kinds of blurred/noisy image pairs which are captured in low light environments using an off-the-shelf camera. Also, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art techniques [40, 38] .
We adopt the following procedure to take a real-world photo pair. First, we set a low ISO and a low shutter speed to obtain the blurred image. In the process of capturing, we add a camera shake, or move the object on purpose to produce stronger blur. Secondly, we use a high ISO and a high shutter speed to obtain the noisy image. Different from the synthetic data, the captured noisy images are too dark to use directly. Before deblurring, the noisy image is enhanced by synchronizing its brightness with the blurred image. The enhancement is achieved via gain/bias change and gamma correction, which also amplifies noise. Fig. 8 shows an example of visual comparisons. The blur kernels estimated by [40] , using single or multiple images, have difficulty in recovering the sharp image. The method [38] requires the same capturing view for the blurred/noisy image pair, which limits their applicability. As presented in the close-up view, it can be easily observed that heavy misalignment occurs when adding their generated detail layer back. The result by our method, without the need of kernel estimation, enjoys significantly better visual quality than those by the state-of-the-art methods [40, 38] . It should be noted that directly denoising the noisy image in the pair can hardly achieve a desired outcome, due to differing views and own artifacts. We show a visual comparison in Fig. 9 . Moreover, the transformation from the noisy image view to the blurred image view may lead to further artifacts. 
Conclusion
We proposed a novel, robust image deblurring method with the use of a pair of blurred/noisy images. Our approach first builds patch correspondences between the blurred and noisy images, and then relates the latent pixel intensities with the noisy pixel intensities under the GMM framework. We introduced a bilateral term for better features preservation. To refine the deblurred result, we extract and add a detail layer to it. Our approach is free of blur kernel estimation and robust to various types of blur. Extensive experiments over the synthetic and real-world data demonstrated that our method outperforms state-of-the-art techniques, in terms of both visual quality and quantity.
The major limitation of our method is its dependency on optical flow. If the motion gap between the two images is large, the accuracy of optical flow deteriorates. As a result, this would alter object appearance or reshape some sharp features, as demonstrated in Fig. 10 . In the future, we would like to exploit more effective relationship among patches to address the issue of undesired optical flow.
